
Exercise 6:  
Sit down on the floor. Put your right foot in your right 
hand. Can you stretch your leg? Do the same exercise 
with your left hand for at least 10 seconds. Repeat the 
stretching each side 3 times.

Sport program 
Your daily Porsche workout 

Exercise 3:  
Stand on one leg and stretch the other leg back. 
Spread your arms sideways like a plane and lean 
forward. How long can you keep balance? Try it with 
the other leg! 
    
Exercise 4:  
Crouch down and stretch one leg forward. Try not to 
touch the ground with it. Hold this position for at least 
3 seconds. Do each side 3 times.

Exercise 5: 
Stand up straight with both legs hip-width apart. 
Start bobbing your heels up and down. Feel your 
shoulders bouncing loosely up and down. Alternate 
between faster and slower bouncing for a minute. 

Would you like 
to do a little workout 

with me?

Endurance: A race driver must be really fit to push 
through an entire car race. 

Exercise 1: 
To warm up, jump across the room. Now jump up 
on the spot and pull your knees as high as you can, 
almost to your chest. How many jumps can you do in 
one minute?

Exercise 2:  
Swing your arms forward like a propeller as fast as you 
can. Now, rotate them back a couple of times. Can you 
swing one arm forward and the other backward at the 
same time?  Do this exercise for one minute!

Power: For a car race you need a lot of physical 
strength. 

Cool-Down: After a car race you are often very tense 
and need to relax.  

Stretching: Since a race driver mainly sits during the 
day, he must also train his mobility.
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The Chalk Line-Game
Draw a line on the floor with chalk. You can also use 
tape instead of drawing. The stroke should be at least 
three times as long as your height. Now stand at 
one end of the line, turn around and walk the stroke 
backwards. 
Always try to put your feet exactly on the line. 
If that works well, try to do it on your toes or heels - 
not that easy, right?

Hey there, how fit are you?
Test your coordination!

Have fun!

The Ball-Leg-Game
Pick up a medium-sized ball in your hand, stand with 
your legs straddled and bend your upper body 
downwards. 
Lay the ball on the floor and try to roll it back and forth 
with your hands, like an eight between your legs. 
Can you do this 10 times in a row?

Coordination: Your coordination is important for 
you to be safe in traffic. This means that you have 
good control of your body and can keep your 
balance for a few minutes. Coordination is very 
important while riding a bike for example.

The Leg-Nose-Game
Stand on one leg and stay very still. Then extend both 
your arms out to the side. 
Now move your arms forward slowly and then try to 
touch your nose with your fingertips. 
Try it also with your eyes closed. 
Are you succeeding? 
You can simply test and practice this again and again. 
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